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ABSTRACT

Force Activation of a Multimeric Adhesive Protein through Domain Conformational Change

by

Sithara S. Wijeratne

The force-induced activation of adhesive proteins such as von Willebrand factor (VWF), which experience high hydrodynamic forces, is essential in initiating platelet adhesion. The importance of the mechanical force induced functional change is manifested in the multimeric VWF’s crucial role in blood coagulation, when high fluid shear stress activates pVWF multimers to bind platelets. Here we showed that a pathological level of high shear flow exposure of pVWF multimers results in domain conformational changes, and the subsequent shifts in the unfolding force allow us to use force as a marker to track the dynamic states of multimeric VWF. We found that shear-activated pVWF multimers (spVWF) are more resistant to mechanical unfolding than non-sheared pVWF multimers, as indicated in the higher peak unfolding force. These results provide insight into the mechanism of shear-induced activation of pVWF multimers.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VWF</td>
<td>Von Willebrand Factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pVWF</td>
<td>Plasma von Willebrand Factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spVWF</td>
<td>Sheared plasma von Willebrand Factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ULVWF</td>
<td>Ultra-large von Willebrand Factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFM</td>
<td>Atomic Force Microscope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WLC</td>
<td>Wormlike Chain</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1. The Role of VWF in Blood Clotting

The mechanism of hemostasis arrests bleeding at the site of an injured blood vessel and initiates the tethering of platelets to von Willebrand factor (VWF) onto the subendothelium. The adhesion activity of plasma VWF (pVWF) multimers depends on two factors: multimer size and shear stress. Ultra-large (ULVWF) contains high avidity binding sites for platelets, and thus it spontaneously binds with platelet GPIBα once it is released. Exposure to high shear stress activates VWF (spVWF) and the capacity of pVWF multimers to bind to platelets increases. This activation VWF, which experience high hydrodynamic forces, is essential in maintaining hemostasis. Understanding the shear-induced activation mechanism of VWF is still under a subject of broad interest. The following sections will introduce the structure, biosynthesis and the mechanical activation of VWF.
1.2. Structure and Biosynthesis of VWF

Von Willebrand factor (VWF) is a large multimeric protein constructed from two identical VWF monomers linked by C-terminal disulfide bonds into dimers tail-to-tail at their CK regions, and the dimers then polymerize via head-to-head at the N-terminus of the D3 domain into long VWF multimers [1-5]. The domain organization of a 250 kDa, 60 nm long VWF monomer [3, 6] is shown in Fig. 1.1. Each monomer consists of 2050 amino acids separated into 12 different domains with two distinct regions, a globular and rod-like region; The domains in the mature VWF subunit are D’-D3-A1A2-A3-D4-B1-B2-B3-C1-C2-C3-CK.

Each individual domain in the VWF monomer contributes to the functionality of VWF. The tandem A domains each play a role in the VWF interaction, including cell adhesion. The structures of the A1 and A2 domain are shown in Fig. 1.2. The A1 domain consists of a compact α and β fold surrounded by a single disulfide loop, which binds to collagen and the platelet GPIbα [7, 8]. The structure of the A2 domain resembles the VWF fold with α-helices and β-strands that alternate in sequence, lacking an α4-helix [9]. The A2 contains the cleavage site of metalloprotease ADAMTS-13, a member of the “a disintegrin and metalloprotease with thrombospondin” repeats family of proteases [4, 10], which circulates in human plasma and is released constitutively from human ECs [10]. This cleavage mechanism inhibits the excessive adhesion and aggregation of platelets.
Fig. 1.1. The domain organization of a VWF monomeric subunit. A1 is the platelet glycoprotein Ib-IX-V receptor binding domain and A2 contains the cleavage site for ADAMTS-13. The monomers are linked through disulfide bonds in the C-terminal CK domains to form dimers, and the dimers are linked through the disulfide bonds in the N-terminal D3 domains to form $n$ multimers.

Fig. 1.2. Ribbon diagram of the (A) A1 domain and (B) A2 domain structure in the VWF monomer.

The largest VWF multimers contain up to 200 monomers [11] and are concentrated after synthesis in Weibel-Palade bodies and α-granules, the storage compartments of endothelial cells and platelets, respectively [3]. In response to stimulation by cytokines and other agents, these ultra-large VWF (ULVWF) multimers are rapidly secreted in long string-like structures by endothelial cells (ECs), to which they are anchored. EC-anchored ULVWF multimeric strings are hyper-adhesive in their capacity to bind platelet glycoprotein (GP) Ib-IX-V
complexes [5, 12]. EC-anchored ULVWF multimeric strings are cleaved by ADAMTS-13 [4, 10] into circulating plasma-type VWF (pVWF) multimers that vary over a wide range of molecular mass [4, 13]. The disease thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura (TTP) is caused by mutations or inhibitions of ADAMTS-13 by antibodies causing an accumulation of ULVWF eventually resulting in platelet-rich microthrombi in the microvasculature [14]. The accumulation of ULVWF is considered to be responsible for the systemic thrombosis in microvasculature associated with thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura. The loss of these large multimers results in a sub-type of von Willebrand disease.

Fig. 1.3. Schematic illustration of covalent lateral association of a VWF multimer. From Ref. [4].
1.3. Shear-Induced Activation of pVWF

Circulating pVWF multimers are hemostatically inactive toward platelets, but can be activated by being exposed to high shear stress [3, 4, 15]. Fluid shear stress (in dynes/cm²) in a tubular blood vessel is the force per unit area applied to blood flow [16]. It has been proposed that, under high shear stress, pVWF multimers undergo a change in conformation from a globular to an elongated form [3, 15, 17]. More recently, it has been demonstrated that shear-activated pVWF (spVWF) multimers become laterally apposed into fibrils via multimer-to-multimer disulfide bonds [18] (Fig. 1.3). The abundance of cysteine amino acids is also the root of VWF’s conformational change that promotes VWF’s adhesion to the subendothelial wall and nearby platelets. The lateral association aligns multiple VWF A1 domains to increase binding avidity and bond strength for platelet GP Ibα.

The shear-induced change in conformation exposes or alters the A1 domain in VWF monomeric subunits, enabling large VWF multimers to bind to platelet GP Ib-IX-V and initiate platelet adhesion or aggregation. The difference in the dynamic states of different forms of VWF multimers determines the on-off switching of VWF multimeric activation for platelet binding.

In this study, we used single-molecule manipulation to evaluate the force response of different forms of VWF multimers. The peak force was used as an indicator of the dynamic states of VWF monomeric subunit domains within VWF multimers. The following chapter will highlight the experimental procedures used in this research.
Chapter 2

Experimental Procedures

2.1. Materials and Methods

The following sections describe the materials and methods used in this work.

The VWF sample preparation was performed by our collaborators at the Department of Medicine, Baylor College of Medicine and Department of Bioengineering, Rice University.

2.1.1. Purified pVWF multimers and soluble ULVWF multimers

pVWF was purified from the cryoprecipitate fraction of human plasma by glycine and NaCl precipitation and chromatography on a Sepharose 4B column. Endothelial cells were obtained from human umbilical veins (HUVECs). HUVECs were stimulated with 100 μM histamine for 30 min, and VWF multimers enriched in soluble ULVWF multimers were collected.
2.1.2. Shear stress in the cone-plate viscometer

In order to generate spVWF, purified pVWF multimers (10 μg/ml) were exposed to 100 dyn/cm$^2$ of shear stress for 3 min at 37°C on a cone-and-plate viscometer. The surface of the cone and plate was coated with 5% liquid silicone at room temperature overnight and rinsed gently before experiments. The shear stress applied was calculated based on a constant shear rate 10,000 s$^{-1}$ and a viscosity of 1 cp for pVWF multimers in solution.

Fig. 2.1 Single-molecule pulling by AFM and force-extension curves. (A) Illustration of single-molecule pulling by AFM. A purified pVWF multimer, composed of polymerized dimers of VWF monomeric subunits, was adsorbed onto a gold substrate and brought into contact with an AFM tip. As the stage moved away from the tip, the VWF multimer was pulled while the force was recorded. Force-extension curve of (B) a pVWF multimer, and (C) a pVWF dimer. Each curve represents a single pVWF multimer molecule stretched at a constant velocity of 1000 nm/s.
2.2. Single-molecule AFM Experiments

Single-molecule manipulation is a powerful technique for probing the interactions and mechanical properties of individual proteins on a nanometer scale. These experiments will allow us to obtain information that is previously inaccessible with experiments.

2.2.1. Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) Experiments

An atomic force microscope (AFM) was used to perform single-molecule manipulation of pVWF multimers, ULVWF multimers and spVWF multimers (see Fig. 2.1A). Multimeric VWF molecules were equilibrated at 37 °C prior to being deposited onto a fresh gold surface at room temperature for 10 minutes. The AFM tip was brought in contact with the surface for 1-3 seconds in order to establish a contact between the VWF multimeric molecule under study and the cantilever tip.

All of the force measurements were taken in aqueous buffer [phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), pH 7.4] with pulling velocities ranging from 100 nm/s to 5000 nm/s. For spVWF multimers, the pVWF multimers were exposed to shear stress as described above, and the time-dependent pulling experiments were performed starting at 30 minutes after shear exposure. Each experiment lasted from one to three hours. The time for each group is expressed as the mid-point of the time window of the data for that group. The time-dependence experiments were conducted on spVWF multimers at room temperature, and the force versus time data were converted to force versus molecular end-to-end distance curves (Fig.
2.1B, C). Histograms of force peaks were grouped and the distributions were fitted to a Gaussian curve. The peaks of these Gaussian curves represent the most probable unfolding forces.

2.3. Data Analysis

2.3.1. Wormlike chain (WLC) model

The force curve was fitted with a wormlike chain (WLC) model of polymer physics,

\[
F(x) = \frac{k_B T}{L_p} \left( 0.25 \left( 1 - \frac{x}{L_c} \right)^{-2} - 0.25 + \frac{x}{L_c} \right)
\]  

(1)

where \( L_p \) and \( L_c \) are the persistence length and the contour length, respectively, \( T \) is the temperature, and \( k_B \) is the Boltzmann constant. The equation is expressed as the force \( F \) as a function of distance \( x \). This model utilizes two key parameters to describe the force extension curves: the persistence length, \( L_p \), and the contour length, \( L_c \). \( L_c \) specifies the length of the segment of the molecule being pulled (Fig. 2.1A), and \( L_p \) defines the stiffness of the molecule against bending.

2.3.2. Arrhenius Equation

The activation free energy barrier from spVWF to pVWF can be estimated from the rate reaction equation,
\[ k = A \exp(-\Delta G / k_B T), \quad (2) \]

where \( k = 1/\tau \) is the rate constant, \( \Delta G \) is the free energy of barrier from spVWF to pVWF, \( k_B \) is the Boltzmann constant, \( T \) is temperature, and \( A \) is the pre-exponential factor. We assumed that \( A \) is between \( 10^5 \text{s}^{-1} \) and \( 10^7 \text{s}^{-1} \).

**2.3.3. Time Relaxation Equation**

From the first order reaction, the rate law from sheared to an unsheared state is

\[ -\frac{d[S]}{dt} = k[S], \quad (3) \]

where \( S \) is the sheared state, and \( k \) is the first order rate constant. We can integrate Eq. 3 to yield the exponential decay equation \( [S] = C_0 e^{-k_T \tau} \). The weighted average of the force is \( F(t) = F_s \cdot S + F_p \cdot P \), where \( F_s \) is the force of spVWF, \( F_p \) is the force of pVWF and \( S \) and \( P \) are the fraction of sheared shear and unsheared molecules, respectively. From the conservation of mass, the relation, \( P(t) + S(t) = 1 \). Thus, solving for \( P(t) \) and plugging the exponential decay equation to \( F(t) \) yields,

\[ F(t) = F_p - (F_p - F_s)e^{-t/\tau}. \quad (4) \]
Chapter 3

Results and Discussion

3.1. Speed-Dependence of VWF Multimers

We used an atomic force microscope (AFM) to pull single VWF multimeric molecules while measuring the force, as determined by the bending of the cantilever (Fig. 2.1A). The saw tooth patterns of force peaks in the force-extension curves of VWF multimers (Fig. 2.1B, C) are characteristic of multi-domain protein unfolding [19-21]. The value of the peaks specifies the force required to unfold the domains, and is related linearly to the unfolding free energy barrier and logarithmically to the pulling speed [20, 22, 23]. The force curves were fitted with a wormlike chain (WLC) model of polymer physics; see Eq. 1 in Chapter 2 [24-26]. The most probable unfolding forces as a function of pulling velocity (Fig. 3.1) were plotted. ULVWF multimers contain a larger number of monomers than pVWF, and are more active in adhering to platelets and inducing platelet aggregation [27]. We observed
differences in peak unfolding forces at high pulling speeds between ULVWF and pVWF multimers (Fig. 3.2), indicating that pVWF multimers and ULVWF are in different conformational states.

At high levels of shear stress (60-120 dyn/cm$^2$), the capacity of pVWF multimers to adhere to, and aggregate to platelets increases [27]. That is, sheared pVWF multimers become functionally similar to ULVWF multimers. The peak unfolding force of pVWF multimers increased after exposure to high shear stress, but the force-extension curves are qualitatively similar to unsheared pVWF multimers and unsheared ULVWF multimers. The difference in the peak unfolding forces between pVWF multimers and either spVWF or ULVWF multimers was more pronounced at high pulling velocities (Fig. 3.2). This finding is compatible with the shear-induced conformational change in pVWF (to spVWF) that increases the exposure of platelet-binding A1 domains in the VWF monomeric subunits of spVWF multimers. It has been shown that exposure to a 100 dyn/cm$^2$, high fluid shear stress induces pVWF multimers to associate laterally and form VWF fibrils (the conformational state of spVWF) that have an increased capacity to bind to platelet GPIbα receptors [4]. This fibrillar state of laterally-associated VWF multimers may be the conformation of spVWF multimers that is functionally similar to ULVWF.
Fig. 3.1. At each velocity, the unfolding force peaks were sorted into 20 pN bins. Each binned histogram was fitted to a Gaussian curve to determine the position of the peak force. The error bars demonstrate the standard error.

Fig. 3.2. Velocity-dependent peak unfolding forces of pVWF multimers, spVWF multimers, and ULVWF multimers. The peak unfolding forces increased logarithmically with pulling velocity. spVWF and ULVWF multimers have similar peak unfolding forces at all pulling velocities, and deviate from the peak unfolding force of pVWF multimers as the pulling velocities increase. The difference between peak unfolding forces diminishes at low pulling velocity.
3.2. Dynamics of VWF Multimers

To measure the kinetics in spVWF force experiments, peak unfolding force measurements of pVWF were conducted at different delay times after shear exposure. The spVWF unfolding force decreased over time, and reached its pre-shear-exposure force after 10 hours (Fig. 3.3A, B). Thus, the shear-induced change in pVWF to the spVWF multimeric conformation is reversible, but with a prolonged relaxation time of several hours. Fitting the data to the exponential equation

\[ F(t) = F_p + (F_S - F_p)\exp(-t/\tau) \]

where \( F_S \) is the peak force immediately after shear exposure, \( F_p \) is the equilibrium peak force, and \( \tau \) is the time constant, yields \( F_S = 180 \text{ pN}, \ F_p = 130 \text{ pN}, \text{ and } \tau = 4 \text{ hours.} \) The difference in the peak unfolding force between spVWF or ULVWF multimers and pVWF multimers is not significant at low pulling speed, indicating that the large multimeric VWF molecules had sufficient time to relax into a lower free energy, equilibrium state.
3.3. Evidence for VWF Conformation at the Domain Level

The force-extension curves (Fig. 2.1B, C) show that the unfolding force peaks correspond to the changes in the VWF multimeric conformation at the level of one or more domains within the VWF monomeric subunits. This conclusion is supported by i) the force-extension curves display a characteristic sawtooth pattern of repeated force peaks, resembling the known sequential unfolding of other multi-domain proteins [19]; ii) the increase in contour length after each peak, $\Delta L$, is 30 nm, which is comparable to the contour length of an unfolded domain or an intermediate state; and iii) at 1000 nm/s pulling velocity, the value of the peak unfolding force was distributed at 100-150 pN, and varied linearly with the log of pulling velocity, as is typical of domain unfolding.

3.3.1. Change in Contour Length

The change in contour length associated with the unfolding force was determined by fitting the force-extension peaks to the WLC model of polymer elasticity [24]. Using the $\Delta L$ histogram of pVWF, and fitting the binned data to a double Gaussian distribution (Fig. 3.4), there was a major peak at 30(5) nm. This is a typical length for an unfolded domain of 90 amino acid residues. In addition, there was a minor peak at 60(5) nm, corresponding to an unfolded domain of 180 amino acid residues assuming 0.34 nm per residue [11, 28], consistent with domain unfolding.
The solid line (black) indicates a double Gaussian fit to the distribution, which has a major peak at 30 nm and a minor peak at 60 nm. Inset: The contour length of the peak unfolding forces was determined by fitting the force-extension curves to the WLC model (dashed red lines).

3.3.2. Number of Peak Unfolding Forces

In addition, by stretching VWF dimers under similar conditions, we found that there are up to 4 unfolding peaks per force-extension curve (Fig. 2.1C, Fig. 3.5), suggesting that there are up to two unfolding peaks per monomer. The two force peaks can be from the unfolding of two different domains or from two partial domains. This conclusion is illustrated when pulling eight serially linked titin I27 domain, (I27)₈, up to 8 unfolding peaks have been observed [19]. For comparison, pVWF curves have up to 10 force peaks, suggesting that there are up to 5 monomers at a given pull. The dimer force peak and change in contour length, ΔLₜ, distributions are consistent with that of the multimer, further supporting the conclusion that the features in the multimeric VWF force-extension curves correspond to individual domain unfolding.
3.3.3. Contribution of A2 Domain to Force Signal

In the monomeric subunits of VWF multimers, the force peaks may be the combined result of unfolding different domains. It is likely, however, that there is a major contributor to the force signal. A probable candidate is the VWF A2 domain, because it does not have disulfide bonds, and has been observed to unfold in the pico-newton force range [29, 30]. The 177 residue A2 domain has a contour length of 64(4) nm, that is similar to our $\Delta L_c$ value of 60(5) nm, as well as to the value of 58(5) nm observed during unfolding of the A2 domain by optical tweezers [11].

Fig. 3.5. Histograms of the number of peak unfolding forces for pVWF dimer, pVWF and spVWF multimer force-extension curves.
most frequent $\Delta L_c$ observed, $30(5)$ nm, corresponds to the partial unfolding of about 40% of the residues in A2 [11, 29, 31]. The A1 and A3 domains contain disulfide bonds, which are unlikely to unfold during stretching experiments, because at a 100 nm/s pulling velocity, disulfide bonds typically rupture at 2 nN [32], a force much higher than the typical unfolding force (100-200 pN) observed in our study. Previous studies of the forced-unfolding of A1A2A3 triple domains also reveal that the VWF A2 domain can be partially or completely unfolded, possibly after inter-domain uncoupling [31, 33]. These findings suggest that the unfolding of a portion of the A2 domain in VWF monomeric subunits may be the main contributor to our unfolding force signals. Moreover, the altered A2 domain may deprotect the neighboring A1 domain, which permits the binding of A1 to platelet GPIbα receptors. We have ruled out that the change of unfolding force is simply due to more exposed A2 domains without intramolecular interactions, since such a configuration will only yield more unfolding peaks in a given pull (Fig. 3.5), but not a significantly altered unfolding force [17, 22].

### 3.4. Free Energy Landscape of Multimeric VWF

High shear stress (100 dyn/cm²) was able to convert pVWF multimers to a conformation that was metastable, probably because of the lateral association of spVWF multimers, with a long relaxation time. Over several hours, the metastable state of spVWF crossed the energy barrier to return to its original pre-shear state. Using the time constant $\tau = 4$ hours determined from the relaxation curve shown in
Fig. 3.3B, the activation free energy barrier from spVWF to pVWF, using the Arrhenius equation (see Eq. 2 in Chapter 2) is $\Delta G = 12-16$ kcal/mol. The barrier height from an active state to an inactive state is comparable to protein unfolding, further supporting the explanation of domain conformational changes for the observed force peak change.

Fig. 3.6 highlights the free energy landscape [34] of different forms of VWF multimers. Our results suggest that pVWF multimers have different conformational states before and after shear exposure that unfold through different pathways (pathways 1 and 2). Proteins with multiple conformational states of different activities have been observed by force measurements [35]. pVWF multimers are in a native inactive state, but can be converted to a metastable active state (spVWF) by high shear stress. This state may be considered ‘misfolded’ since it is a non-native state [36]. The spVWF multimer’s peak unfolding force, which is related to the barrier height [22, 37], is likely to be higher than that of pVWF multimers, because high shear stress induces the lateral association of several pVWF multimers into a fibrillar form spVWF multimers. Thus, shear effects on VWF monomeric A2 domains causes an associated increase in the exposure of platelet-binding VWF A1 domains.
Fig. 3.6. Free energy landscape of multimeric VWF. pVWF is the native, equilibrium state. Fast stretching of pVWF molecules results in domain unfolding (pathway 1), while the spVWF domain unfolds through a different pathway (pathway 2), which has a higher unfolding free energy barrier, as reflected by the higher force peaks.

High fluid shear stress switches pVWF to the spVWF state (pathway 3). At room temperature, the metastable spVWF state relaxes to the inactive pVWF state during a course of several hours (pathway 3). However, a small perturbation of the spVWF state, such as a small molecule or fluid drag, may lift the molecule out of its metastable state and cause it to fold back to its original state (pathway 4).
In summary, our results demonstrate that pVWF multimers have different conformational states that unfold through different pathways before and after exposure to high shear stress. pVWF is in a native, inactive state that can be converted to a metastable active state, spVWF, by high shear stress. The peak unfolding force of spVWF multimers is higher than that of unsheared pVWF multimers, because high shear stress induces the lateral association of pVWF multimers into a fibrillar form. Thus, an increased intramolecular interaction shifts the domains to a different state that has a higher unfolding barrier. Shear-activated conformational changes in the A2 domains in VWF monomeric subunits of spVWF multimers may provoke an increased exposure of neighboring (platelet-binding) A1 domains. The effect is reversible over the course of several hours. It will be interesting to investigate if structural studies can resolve the two states and what
external factors, whether physical, chemical, or biological, may affect the stability of and switching rate between these states.
Chapter 5

Future Work

5.1. Investigating molecule-cell binding dynamics

At the site of a vessel injury, VWF can play a major role in the formation of platelet thrombi when in the form of ULVWF multimeric bodies [38-40]. During times without trauma and normal hemostasis, ULVWFs are cleaved by ADAMTS-13, preventing the smaller cleaved VWF particles from forming large platelet thrombi [10, 40-44]. We will observe the molecule-cell binding dynamics in real time to uncover the detailed mechanisms of molecule-cell interactions.

We will investigate the binding kinetics of VWF by varying the pulling velocity of the beads and using Bell’s theory to obtain the rate of unbinding. We will stretch the molecules in the $x$-$y$ direction, instead of $z$-axis, using receptors on beads to simulate platelet binding. In this geometry, the platelet binding will occur at a plane perpendicular to the view direction. We propose building on the method to
investigate the relative binding strength of the VWF and ULVWF multimers. We will determine the binding kinetics between ULVWF and GPIbα, their platelet receptor. We will determine if the binding is greater for ULVWF/GPIbα than pVWF/GPIbα. Experiments will also be conducted the addition of 1.0 mg/ml of ristocetin, which promotes binding between pVWF and its receptor. These results will resolve the question about whether the receptor-ligand binding is stronger for ULVWF than for pVWF. These findings will answer the question of whether the higher hemostatic activity in ULVWF is due to the more exposed binding sites or if there is a higher bond strength at the monomer level.
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